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If A and B are subsets of a topological group, one of which is open, then AB is open. A 
‘pointless’ proof of the corresponding result for localic groups is given. A fundamental tool is 
Lemma 2 in this paper, which states that if S and T are sublocales of a localic group then the 
intersection .Sn Tis nonempty if and only if S- ‘Tcontains the identity of the group. This result 
enables one to produce ‘actual points’ from the apparently weaker information that a sublocale 
is nontrivial. This result has been quoted and used in [P.T. Johnstone, A simple proof that localic 
subgroups are closed, Cahiers Topologie Gtom. Diffkrentielle Categoriques 29, 1988, pp. 
157-1611. Indeed, relative versions of this result have been used to furnish parallel ‘closure’ 
theorems for groupoids [auct. cit.]. 
One of the basic metaphors underlying the connection between topology and 
algebraic geometry is the idea that union corresponds to summation and intersection 
to multiplication. This point of view is made very clear in [3], where Sup, the 
category of complete lattices and suprema-preserving maps corresponds to Ab, the 
category of abelian groups and homomorphisms, and locales correspond to com- 
mutative rings. Localic groups correspond, therefore to Hopf algebras. What, for 
localic groups, corresponds to the fact [4, p. 1091 that an inclusion of Hopf algebras 
is faithfully flat? 
The interpretation for topological groups is that homomorphisms to quotient 
groups are open maps. More generally, if N is a subgroup of a topological group 
G, and G/N denotes the space of right cosets of N, it is clear that the projection 
G 5 G/N 
is an open map because for any open subset CT of G, 
is evidently open, being a union of translates of U. Is the corresponding result true 
for localic groups? More generally, if A and B are subsets of a topological group, 
and if A . B denotes {ab ) a EA, b E B}, then evidently A . B is open if either A or 
B are. Is the corresponding statement true for localic groups? We shall show in this 
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paper that it is true, despite the fact that one no longer has at one’s disposal in- 
dividual elements with which to translate subsets by. 
We adopt terminology following [3] whereby we talk of a space X, and its frame 
S(X) of open parts. If X has enough points, then X is a topological space. A map 
of spaces 
f 
X-Y 
is given by a homomorphism of frames 
G(Y) f: G(X) 
1 denotes the one point space, whose frame @(l) is a two element set (0, l}. 
The product Xx Y of two spaces has for its frame of open parts G(X)@%(Y), 
where @ denotes tensor product in Sup. In other words, if A and B are frames, 
A 0 B is generated by elements a @ b, for a E A and b E B, subject to the ‘bilinear’ 
rules 
V(aOb,) =aO(V~,), V(aiOb) = (Vai)Ob. 
An alternative description for the elements of A @B is that they are sheaves on A 
with values in sheaves on B, or vice-versa; in simpler terms, they are adjoint pairs 
of contravariant functors: 
A*B. 
For each o E A @ B, and elements a E A and b E B, we have elements o/b E A and 
a\oeB such that a@bsw iff asw/b iff bsa\w. So w determines a pair of 
adjoint contravariant functors, o/ (-) and (-)\o, and each such arises this way 
from a unique w. 
The projections X+Xx Y -+ Y are given by the frame homomorphisms x H x@ 1 
and y ++ 1 @y. It follows that the diagonal map d : X+X XX is given by the frame 
homomorphism induced by a@ b H a A b. 
The coproduct Hi Xi of a family of spaces has for its frame of open parts the 
product ni I of the frames of its factors. In particular, we can recognize that 
a frame L is a product if there are elements e in it such that Vi ei= 1 and eiA ej= 0 
if i andj are unequal. Then L = ni Li where Lj is the frame given by {x / x<ei>. We 
can verify immediately that @ of frames distributes over products (consider the 
elements 1 @e;), so that for spaces binary product distributes over coproducts. 
Recall that if x and y are elements of a frame we write xay if there is an element 
z such that xr\z=O and z,vy=l. This is equivalent to lxVy=l, where lx= 
V {z ) XA z = O}. A space X is called regular if each element x E S(X) satisfies 
x=V{uIuax}. 
A subspace of a space X is determined by a quotient frame of Q(X), that is by 
a congruence - of frames on G(X). Such a congruence defines a nucleus j on G(X) 
by the formula j(x) = V {y 1 x-y]. Nuclei are characterised by the following 
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properties: 
(i) j(x) 2 x, 
(ii) j(xAy) =j(x) Ajti), 
(iii) j(j(x)) =j(x). 
Theorem 1. A subspace of a regular space is the intersection of its open neigh- 
bourhoods. 
Proof. Let X be the intersection of all the open neighbourhoods of a subspace A. 
Then A is defined by a nucleus j on 8(X). If an open part u of X contains A, that 
is if j(u) = 1, then u = 1, since u must be the whole of X. Suppose u E @5(X) is such 
that u#j(u). Then there exists a WE E(X) such that waj(u) and w4u. So there 
exists b E S(X) such that w A b = 0 and b Vj(u) = 1. But 
1 = bvj(o) cj(b)vj(u) cj(bv u) 
so b v u = 1, which implies w Q u, a contradiction. Hence j(u) = u for all u and so 
A=X. 0 
We must be careful to distinguish between intersection of subspaces of a space 
X and intersection of open sets. The category S(X) of open subspaces is a sub- 
category of Sub(X), the category of all subspaces, and the inclusion has a right ad- 
joint (‘interior’). 
A map of spaces XL Y is open if f * has a left adjoint f! satisfying 
f!fi(XAf *(Y)> =f!(x>Ay 
for XE G,(X) and y E 6(Y). Openness of maps is stable under composition and 
pullback [3]. If X is not the empty space, i.e. if 65(X) has more than one element, 
then the unique map XA 1 is open, with y! given by 
{ 
1 
Y!(X) = 
if x#O, 
0 if x=0. 
Let G be a localic group, that is a group in the category of spaces. We denote 
by G x G * G the multiplication map and by 1-5 G the unit. Since G + 1 is 
open, the projection maps x1, 7r2: Gx G + G are also, by preservation under 
pullback, and hence so is m, because m = z,(m, x2) and (m, n2) is an isomorphism 
G x G--f G x G. We will adopt the usual terminology and write Us V for m!(U@ 
V), if U and I/ are open parts of G. Similarly, we will write U-’ for r!(U), where 
I is the inverse map G--t G. Note that if U, u and w are open parts of G then 
u.uIw iff u5wlu iff uIu\w 
where w 1 u denotes m*(w)/u and u \ w denotes u\m*(w). This shows that the 
functor (u, u) + U. u : 6(G) x G,(G) + Q(G) has adjoints on the right. 
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We can extend this functor to the whole category Sub(G) as follows: if S and T 
are subspaces of G, define Se T to be the image of the map 
SxT-+GxG+G 
where the first map is given by the inclusions and the second is m. In the same way 
we define S-’ to be the image of S - G -!-+ G. If S and Tare open, with inclusion 
maps o and r then a!(l) and t!(l) are the elements of 6(G) corresponding to S and 
T, from which we can see that in this case the two notations are consistent. We 
denote by e the subspace given by the image of e. 
Lemma 2. If S and T are subspaces of G, then Sn T is nonempty iff eE K’T. 
Proof. Consider the pullback squares 
SnT-G ’ 1 
I I A i e 
SxT - GxG %GxG---!LG 
where d denotes the diagonal map. The map along the bottom has image S-‘T 
which gives the result immediately. 3 
The unit law for groups 1 = m(e, 1) gives the following: 
Lemma 3. For any x E 6(G): 
x=V{uIXIu.ec_u, u~u~x}=V{ujXIu.eCu, u.ulx>. 0 
Corollary 4. For any x, u E Q(G), if ec_ u then x5x. u and XI u. x. 0 
Proof. The law for inverses gives ey=m(l,z), so 
Y*e*(U)=V{uAz*(w) 1 uOwSm*(u)} 
=~{ur\w~u~w-‘~L1}=~{u~u.u-~Iu}. 
A similar derivation holds for the other way round. 0 
Following [l] we define, for any open subspace U and subspace S of G 
L,(s)=v(u~~(G)/u~‘.u~U, eLSvuP1}. 
It follows from Lemma 5 that ScL,(S). Note that L,(S) is open. 
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Lemma 6. Let U be an open subspace of G containing the unit e, and let S be any 
subspace of G. Then L”(S) c S- U. 
Proof. If u is open and e c S. u-‘, then by Corollary 4, u c S. u-l. u c Se U. Taking 
the supremum gives the result. 0 
Corollary 7. G is regular. 
Proof (see [l]). By the lemma above each x~6(G) is the supremum of those DIX 
for which u. u IX for some open u containing e. 
Letr=V{zE~(G)(z.z-1ru,zAu=O}.Thenr/\u=OandrvL,(u)=1.Hence 
rVx=l, since 05L,(u)~u-u~x. So uax. 0 
It follows that every subspace of G is the intersection of its open neighbourhoods. 
Hence we can extend the functors 1 and 1 as follows: given a subspace S of G 
and open subspaces U, V of G define 
S/ V=I\{WH VISC W, WEB(G)}, 
UNS=/\{UN W(Sc W, WEEJ(G)}, 
where the intersection is taken in Sub(G). Then U. VC S iff UC_ SN V iff 
vc UKS. 
Lemma 8. Let {S;} be a family of open subspaces of G, and T any subspace. Then 
T. (U; Si) = U; (T. S;). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that binary products of 
spaces distribute over coproducts. Both expressions are images of maps from 
TX & Si= Hi (TX S;) into G. 0 
Theorem 9. Let S, T be subspaces of a iocalic group G. If either of them is open, 
then Se T is open. 
Proof. Suppose T is open. By Lemma 3 above, T is the supremum of all those 
I/. W, with V and W open, such that I/. WC T and V contains e. But 
s. WCL.(S). WCS. I/. w. 
The middle term is open. Using the distributivity provided by Lemma 8 above, and 
the fact that the suprema of the outside terms are both S. T, it follows that S. T 
is open. 0 
Note. Since the functor Sub(G)xSub(G)+Sub(G) given by (S, T)t S. T is 
bilinear, it follows that it has right adjoints extending 1 and 1 to arbitrary sub- 
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spaces. Query. What are the expressions for the nucleus determined by S 4 T in 
terms of the nuclei for S and T? 
Suppose that His a localic subgroup of the localic group G, and that G/Hdenotes 
the space of left cosets. Let p be the projection G+ G/H. Then p* identifies 
8(G / H) with the sublattice of e(G) of elements of the form Cl. H, so p is open 
and p!(U) = CT. H. 
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